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What will the JD/MBA do for me?
Whether you want solid management
skills to enhance your legal career or
aspire to business leadership with legal
expertise, the JD/MBA provides you
with the capabilities and experience
you need. Interested in corporate law?
Your knowledge of business functions
and corporate decision-making will
give you a professional edge. Mergers
and acquisitions? You’ll be proficient in
performing due diligence from corporate
and legal perspectives, evaluating all
relevant information and making sound
decisions.
If you’re interested in corporatelevel real estate, your legal skills will
serve you well in development and
transactions; your business acumen will
help ensure financial success. If you’re an
entrepreneur, you’ll be able to develop
solid business plans and understand
the legal complexities of establishing
new entities or protecting intellectual
properties.
Our JD/MBA graduates have excelled in
all these areas and in many more.

Timing

Why Cornell? Both Johnson and
Cornell University Law School are top
of their class and foster a collegial,
close-knit community for JD/MBA
students. You’ll have direct access to
faculty who are renowned experts
in their fields. Combining academic
studies with leading-edge research,
Cornell is a hub of activity in knowledge
transfer and economic development
worldwide — perfect for entrepreneurs.
Finally, Cornell’s exceptional network
of alumni, faculty, and corporate
partners helps you connect and
explore opportunities as you develop
your career.
How it works. Complete your JD/MBA
in three years with the One-Year MBA,
or in four years with the Two-Year MBA.
The Two-Year MBA (Four-Year JD/MBA)
pathway can begin either at Johnson or
at the Law School. The One-Year MBA
(Three-year JD/MBA) pathway begins
at the Law School. You must meet the
requirements for admission for both
schools. Applicants who apply to the
dual-degree program concurrently
are eligible for joint scholarship
consideration.

Excellence

Procedure
Three-year JD/MBA

Four-Year JD/MBA
(two options for sequence)
OPTION A

YEAR 1

Law

OPTION B

Start at Law

Start at Johnson

Law

Johnson

Law

May: Begin MBA at
Johnson
YEAR 2

Johnson

Johnson

YEAR 3

Law

YEAR 4

N.A.

Both options:
1 semester at Johnson + 3 semesters at Law

Cornell MBA Admissions
mba@johnson.cornell.edu
607.255.4526
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JD Admissions
jdadmissions@cornell.edu
607.255.5141
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